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Executive summary
In this deliverable, Deliverable D5.4 - AML based world models - Initial, we make a start on exploring
the potential of AML to support ethical world models. As ALMA is a Future & Emerging Technologies
(FET) project, we adhere to the FET aims of novel research that lays the foundations for next generation
technologies.
In particular, we explore the potential for AML for the development of AI to support ethical behavior.
This addresses ethical issues in human interaction with AI in a new human-centric way. It is a new approach that is based on the latest research in behavioral ethics. This reveals that artificial intelligence has
potential to directly address mundane everyday factors that can lead to unethical human behavior.
At the same time, we recognize that FET research should have the medium term goal of converting
proofs of concept into industrial applications and systems. Accordingly, in this deliverable, we relate the
properties of AML as a new ML paradigm to established organization practice. In particular, we relate
AML to quality management systems that connect the everyday practices of organizations to relevant
laws, regulations, standards, etc., which provide organizations with ethical frameworks for their internal
operations and for their interactions with customers, end-users, and other stakeholders.
This deliverable, D5.4. AML based world models - Initial, will be followed by D5.5 AML based world
models - Revised, and D5.8 AML based world models - Final. In addition, Work Package 5 will deliver
D5.6 Embedding of ethics and cultural concerns into AML based world models - Initial, and D5.7 Embedding of ethics and cultural concerns into AML based world models - Final. In those future deliverables, we
shall report our further research into the potential of Algebraic Machine Learning to improve interactive
human-centric machine learning systems in complex settings.
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1

Overview of preliminary AML-based world models

Within this deliverable, AML-based world models are models of sociocultural ethical behavior that involve
human interactions with AML-based AIs. In particular, an AI’s actions should be ethical and transparent
in supporting human ethical actions during complex work situations. First, let’s discuss its two principal
characteristics.

1.1

Potential for AML to support ethical action in complex situations

Recent research by others suggests that most people typically adhere to sociocultural ethical practice
unless under stress. This line of research can be summarized with the name behavioural ethics [1, 2, 3,
4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16]. For example, stress can lead to what can be described as
allostatic overload. This term refers to the regulatory capacity of a control system being overtaxed by
environmental perturbations. This is most important where regulatory work increases to the point where
energy demand exceeds energy supply. In other words, to the point where a person is depleted of sufficient
resources to function well. This can lead to altered activity in brain areas involved in law-abiding and
moral behavior. Specifically, severe stress decreases activity within brain areas that support some of the
highest forms of contextual integration, leads to top-down collapse of higher goals, and the favoring of
short-term aims [1, 2].
In complex situations, ethical stress can come from interactions between ethical temptation and moral
motivation, which depend on dynamic combinations of variables that can come together differently in
different situations [3, 4, 5]. These include, for example, individual’s self-regulatory resource depletion and
organizational pressure. Having the moral motivation to resist ethical temptation can be a struggle [6],
in which non-ethical impulses can override moral reflection [7]; sometimes with disastrous consequences
for many people [8].
Organizational pressure can arise from conflicts between organizational goals, such as quality versus profit,
when operations do not go to plan amidst complex situations. Employees who identify strongly with an
organization can go along with organizational pressure to take non-ethical action [9, 10]: especially if
their self-regulatory resources are depleted [11], for example from overwork for the organization [12]. Accordingly, organizations should have procedures to prevent employees being placed under pressure to take
non-ethical actions [13]. This is always important and particularly important when employees’ actions
could have negative consequences for customers or anybody else who could be affected: for example,
residents in care homes and visitors to residents. Opportunities for AML-based algorithms to support
human ethical action are revealed by findings from behavioral ethics research [8], and consideration of
actions that can be performed with them. For example, time pressure can increase ethical temptation [14,
15], and AML-based AIs could reduce time pressure on human employees by carrying out routine tasks.
Also, provision of moral cues can increase moral motivation [16], and AIs using the AML approach could
provide moral cues by presenting the relevant ethical work procedure to the human employee.
Clearly, very careful planning of work procedures is required to ensure that they are compatible with
sociocultural perspectives of all potential stakeholders including, for example, employees, customers, endusers, and any others who may interact with the organization. On the other hand, although definitions
of ethical behaviour in different settings can be challenging, there is a wide range of resources that can
be drawn upon when doing so. These include laws, regulations, standards, and emerging best practice
as defined by, for example, professional institutes. Indeed, it is common for research projects to have
a deliverable focused on project ethical requirements. In this project that is Deliverable 9.2, and such
deliverables can be prepared at the outset of projects with much thought but without delay.

©
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1.2

Building transparent solutions to support ethical action

Sociocultural ethical cognitive processing is both top-down, for example from sociocultural cognitive
models, and bottom-up from situation-specific sensory inputs [17, 18]. In terms of AI, such cognition
processing can be described as hybrid [19]. Hybrid AI is recognized as being appropriate for artificial
ethical agents that seek to mimic human moral judgment in domains that are limited in scope and welldefined [20]. Hybrid AI can be considered to be a third phase in the development of AI that aims to
counteract previous weaknesses and harness previous strengths. Specifically, a third phase that aims to
combine the knowledge-guided top-down basis of its first phase with the data-driven bottom-up basis of
its second phase [21, 22].
Hybrid AI is not monolithic. For example, computer vision AI from one developer / vendor can provide
inputs for robot operation AI from another developer / vendor. Within hybrid AI using AML, one of its
goals is to make possible for both top-down rules and bottom-up sensory inputs to be human-readable.
Notably, within AML, top-down rules can be pre-defined as human-readable first-order-logic statements
that can be expressed in algebras. Furthermore, it has the potential for bottom-up sensory inputs to
be represented in human-readable formats that can be expressed in the same algebras. A mathematical
model for the current situation can be built comprising both pre-defined rules and sensory inputs.
AML-based rules can be transparent through their compliance with work procedures that are defined
by humans. These work procedures can be described through inter-related formats. Firstly, in natural
language and simple diagrams that are readily understandable to a wide range of humans. These can then
be distilled into first-order-logic rules. In particular, within the top-down pre-defined human-readable
first-order-logic rules. Here, it is important to note that top-down rules defined with AML do not change
opaquely and unpredictably. Rather, revision of top-down rules are subject to human review. Overall,
there can be transparency of top-down rules, bottom-up inputs, and the models of current situations using
AML. Hence, situation-specific actions of AML algorithms can be transparent because the mathematical
models of situations can be analysed by humans in order to understand the logic of AI situation-specific
actions [23]. In particular, this can be possible because the eventual mathematical models have their
grounding in inter-related formats that are bridged with algebraic representations: from first-order-logic
statements to code that handles sensory inputs.

2

Preliminary ontology

Preliminary ontology for world model in which AML-based algorithms can offers ethical assistance is
provided in Figure 1. This shows that AI ethical assistance can facilitate human ethical action by
minimizing causes of human non-ethical actions. This can be done by reducing sources of human selfregulatory resources depletion in order to reduce situation ethical temptation. At the same time, it can
be done by applying the relevant ethical work procedure as a cue in order to increase personal moral
motivation, see Figure 4.

2.1

Reduce sources of human self-regulatory resources depletion

Depletion of human self-regulatory resources can undermine resistance to ethical temptation [4, 16].
Potential for depletion can be reduced by maximizing signal-to-noise ratio and by minimizing non-valueadding actions. It is important to maximize signal-to-noise ratio in information communication so that
people can receive the intended meaning from information immediately. This is important because the
more ways that the same information can be interpreted the more attempts may have to be made for
information to be acted upon as intended, and the more attempts that have to be made the more depleted
people can become. Accordingly, information should be free from presentational ambiguities such as
inconsistencies between numbers, words, and diagrams. Moreover, ethical assistance should be designed
to avoid causing human employees anxiety, which can have negative effects on human perception. For
©
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human
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human self-regulatory
resources depletion

ethical assistance

Figure 1: Preliminary ontology
example, human anxiety can arise from factors such as the height, velocity and emotional representation
of social robots [24]. Minimizing non-value adding human mental actions and non-value adding human
physical actions is important to reducing potential for depletion. This can better enable humans to focus
on complex tasks that humans are best suited to and can find most enjoyable. In particular, non-valueadding extra actions can be minimized, such as remedial actions, which can arise from disturbances in
work situations. For example, extra work can take up time that leaves less time available to complete
planned work within schedule. This can lead to ethical temptation increasing as time pressure increases
[14]. Also, the more choices that humans have to make for themselves, for example, during non-valueadding extra work, the more depleted their self-regulatory resource can become [25]. However, making
choices can be less depleting for humans when humans make decisions for others [26]. Hence, humans
making work choices for AI so that AI can do more work could reduce time spent on extra work while
reducing both human mental fatigue and human physical fatigue. The exact relationship between human
fatigue and self-regulatory resource depletion is a topic of debate. However, it is recognized that human
fatigue reduces the quality of human work [27]. Furthermore, it is important to recognize that humans
are not sensorimotor machines. Rather, humans are psychomotor beings who can suffer self-regulatory
resource depletion from emotional exhaustion due to being overwhelmed by their work [28].

2.2

Apply relevant ethical work procedure for current situation

As stated above, interactions between ethical temptation and moral motivation depend on dynamic combinations of variables that can come together differently in different situations [3, 4, 5]. These include
organizational pressure [29, 30]. An alternative to organizational pressure to overlook ethical practice in
order to focus on short-term aims [8] is for AI to identify relevant ethical work procedure for current situations. In particular, for the AI to identify the relevant work procedure that has been defined by humans
and incorporated into their organization’s Quality Management System (QMS). Here, it is important to
note that QMS work procedures have to be checked and approved by external certification authorities.
©
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This checking and authorization is done by humans. Furthermore, checking and authorizing is done in
accordance with relevant laws, regulations, standards, etc. Moreover, QMS work procedures are subject
to periodic review both internally by the organization itself and by external certification authorities.
Both internal and external review is carried out by humans who are experts in the relevant type of work.
Importantly, reference to relevant work procedures can provide cues for reminding ethical actions and
for encouraging ethical actions: both of which can motivate human ethical action [31, 16]. Reminding
involves presenting the relevant ethical work procedure for the situation to the human. Encouraging
ethical actions can involve informing about the organization’s positive track record so far and the importance of maintaining it. The AI ethical assistance should present the same reminding and encouraging
information, for example, to the employee and to the employee’s supervisor. This is necessary to make
sure that both are paying attention to ethical work procedures even if one or both of them is depleted
[32].
As summarized in Figure 1, situational ethical temptation and employee moral motivation can be linked
to each other. For example, there can be unexpected disturbances in complex situations, which lead
to extra actions having to be taken that reduce the amount of time available to complete the work.
Accordingly, moral motivation should be increased through reminding and encouraging whenever there is
an unexpected disturbance of work, which can lead to employees being more tempted to take non-ethical
short-cuts [33, 34]. The temptation to take short-cuts could be reduced by introducing AML-based
AI. For example, temptation can be reduced by explaining that immediate short-cuts will lead to more
actions in the medium-term, e.g. by having to undo work and do it again in accordance with the ethical
work procedure. Moreover, importance will increase if ethical action in complex in work situations is
recognized.
Ideally, human-AI interaction needs to be designed so that the system helps mitigate unethical actions.
This design being carried out by humans during the development of work procedures, which comply with
relevant laws, regulations, standards, etc., that are verified by humans in external QMS certification
authorities. Here, it is important to note that QMS is applied throughout the world. For example,
according to the website of the International Standards Organization (ISO), there are over one million
organizations in more than 170 countries that are certified to ISO 9001, which sets out the criteria for a
quality management system. Thus, it is likely that many organizations will need to incorporate AI into
their QMS. Accordingly, it is realistic to situate introduction of AI into the practicalities of QMS, and to
make the best of the opportunities that doing so can provide.

3

Exploratory Case

3.1

Quality Management Systems (QMS) to faciliate human oversight

In this exploratory scenario, there is a fictional care home. Ethical work procedures are defined through
reference to all relevant laws, regulations, standards, etc., by human experts. The process of formulating
and reviewing work procedures is carried out within the care home’s QMS. Notably, in order to have
Quality Assurance (QA) certification, organizations need to have a QMS that is in accordance with relevant laws, regulations, and standards. QA certification bodies are external to the organization applying
for the Quality Assurance certification.
Within QMS, there can be at least four levels of human oversight. First, there is general legislation in
society about what is and is not ethical. Second, sector regulations, standards formulated by humans
have to be consistent with relevant legislation. Third, there are the Quality Assurance certification
bodies whose human personnel that have to ensure that any applicant’s QMS is in accordance with
laws, regulations, and standards. Fourth, there is the human team in the organization that develops the
QMS usually with a consultancy firm that specializes in QMS. Then, the QMS is continually reviewed
internally by human managers to ensure internal conformance to QMS procedures. In addition, the QMS
©
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is reviewed externally by the Quality Assurance certification body that ensures that the QMS is kept up
to date with new laws, regulations, and standards. In daily operations, what is and what is not ethical is
determined is through conformance or non-conformance with the relevant QMS work procedure, which
as explained above has at least four levels of human oversight.
Within Quality Management Systems (QMS), work procedures are developed to be consistently capable
of enabling the organization to meet the requirements of customers, end-users and other stakeholders,
and to do so within relevant laws, regulations, and sector standards. Importantly, the development
process involves designing out ambiguities and other sources of uncertainty from work procedures in
order that they can carried out consistently by diverse work forces. Thus, the design and monitoring
of work procedures within the QMS is consistent with human-on-the-loop (HOTL) where there is very
active human intervention during the design cycle of the system and monitoring the system’s operation.
Moreover, there is human-in-command (HIC) as humans have the capability to oversee the overall activity
of the system in terms of its relation to laws, regulations, and standards.
This could be very difficult, but many inter-related methods have been developed to address the challenge
of designing out uncertainties from work procedures. For example, there can be systematic application of
techniques such as process modelling, and failure mode and effects analysis, which are applied in order to
define work procedures with specificity and make them fail-safe. From the point-of-view of introducing
AML, the reduction of uncertainty about the content of work and allocation of work in QMS work
procedures increases potential for algebraic descriptions. By contrast, trying to introduce AML-based
algorithms into work environments involving haphazard application of ad hoc procedures may be neither
possible nor worthwhile.

3.2

Scenario Description

In the following exploratory case scenario, an AML-based algorithm is introduced into organizational
practices that are well developed and defined within a care home that has a QMS system. Nonetheless, as shown in the exploratory case, there can be dynamic complexity within organizations working
within a QMS. Thus, the potential of such AML-based systems is explored in order to reveal opportunities and challenges in work settings that have potential for implementation, but which are nonetheless
complex.
In particular, the AML-based AI implementation in the exploratory scenario carries out very specific
tasks, which are consistent with recent advances in medical scanning and analyses by AI. The specific
tasks are the scanning of smart care home resident’s skin maladies:
• analyse scans of skin maladies to determine the current condition
• identify trends in each resident’s scans to determine whether the skin malady is deteriorating or
improving
• present these trend information to human carers
• recommend to the human carer potential medication options
The overall goal being to improve the residents’ skin maladies, while administering neither to little nor too
much skin medication. For individual residents, this focus on providing the correct amount of medication
is important to facilitate efficient and safe improvement of residents skin maladies. More generally, it
is important that medication is applied optimally in order to avoid widespread negative unintended
consequences such as medications becoming generally less effective. Hence, it is the care home’s ethical
responsibility to design and maintain a system that facilitates the correct skin treatment for residents
by human carers. As explained above, this system has been designed and is monitored with humanin-command (HIC) and human-on-the-loop (HOTL). Moreover, throughout, there is human-in-the-loop
(HITL) as there is capability for human intervention in every decision cycle of the system.
©
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Specially, the exploratory scenario is that in a smart care home, there are C carers and R residents.
Our scenario is concerned with the treatment of the skin malady, dermatitis, which may occur in those
residents. This smart home is equipped with a ”robot” that, through a camera, can evaluate the gravity
of the dermatitis through scanning as outlined above. When a resident shows symptoms, they will use
the ”robot” and report to a carer. The carer then decides on a treatment based on the readings from
the robot as well as the complaints expressed by the resident. Each carer has their own (assumed here to
be unchanging in the short-term) view on health. Carers with a more optimistic view could opt for too
little medication, while overcautious carer’s may opt for too much medication. However, either too little
medication or too much medication can lead to the deterioration of symptoms. This can be upsetting for
residents. Of course, there are several sources of uncertainty in the scenario. The skin readings from the
robot may not always be indisputably accurate. Thus, there is a probability rather than an indisputable
certainty of reading per skin malady severity. The residents also have their own overall humor; general
attitudes towards their own health, which is influenced by their (here, assumed to be unchanging in the
short-term) baseline attitude on their health, and how the dermatitis is making them feel. A resident’s
attitude about own health can influence the severity of their complaints, which in turn can influence the
medication the carer selects. Medication options are a non-prescription moisturizing ointment that can
be used indefinitely; prescription steroid cream that can be used for only two weeks followed by three
week break before being used again; antibiotic tablets to be used for one week only once per year.
Another factor that changes the resident’s mood is a visit from a dog, which improves the overall mood
of the resident. On the other hand, some residents are allergic to the dog and so its visits can flare their
allergies and worsen the state of their dermatitis or even start it. Regarding the dog, the care home has
procedures for the registration of guests and any pets that they may bring. This is needed for several
reasons, including the need to know who is in the building for security reasons; in the unfortunate event
of a fire; etc. Through connection with the routine registration of visitors, the AML system knows which
days the dog visited, but not who is allergic.
We can describe this scenario also as a causal graph, as we can see in Figure 2. As depicted there, some
information is not directly available to the AML system, but can be derived from its interactions with
things that it can observe. For example, the system can access the care home’s guest register in order
to determine what pets may have visited. The idea is that prior to its deployment the system will learn
having access to a historic of data generated from that causual graph, which has some labels (we know
at some points the disease severity because some lab tests were done). Some questions we want the AI
system to answer can be seen in Figure 3. The main purpose of the AI in this scenario is to guide carers
to the required treatment by keeping them up-to-date with the trend in each resident’s skin malady
condition.

3.3

Scenario Implementation

Let’s describe here more details of how we will simulate the scenarios and therefore generate our historic
data (as well as test data).
As we explained before, in our scenario there are C carers and R residents. Thus, we will simulate
different numbers of carers and residents. In each simulation, every carer Cj will have a one view of
health CarerV OHj , which will be an integer value in the range [−4, 4]. The same goes for the resident’s
base view on health, ResidentBaseV OHi , which will be in the range [−4, 4]. Each Ri is either allergic
or not to the dog, AllergicRi . Those variables are defined in the beginning of the simulation and will
not change in the short-term. To generate our diverse worlds, we will create multiple scenarios with a
different number of carers, residents and at each simulation vary their views on health.
At the start of the simulating time, t0 , a subset of R is selected to start having dermatitis. The real disease
severity is represented by an integer value in the range [0, 15], and the initial value for will be sampled
from a distribution PinitialDerm . At each time t a resident has a value for disease severity RtDermi . Other
©
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Figure 2: Case overview
factors are also considered. For example, pets may visit. This can include a dog visiting the smart home.
The dog at time t is a binary variable Dogt . If the dog came, it will interact will all residents. For
those selected Ri that are AllergicRi , their RtDerm will increase by some value sampled from another
distribution. Otherwise RtDerm is determined by the natural evolution of the skin malady and the effects
of the treatment. The types of treatment are the 3 mentioned earlier. Thus, P redT reatmentt is one of
the set and the same goes for RequiredT reatmentt . Regarding levels of complaint and robot readings,
those can also be in the range [0, 15].
In order to generate data we will randomly start the disease from time to time in some residents even
without dog interaction. This is in accordance with skin maladies being more likely at some times: for
example, during cold dry winter months. We begin designing the AML-based algorithm with all variables
being discrete with ranges similar to those described before. The relationships are as one would expect
in Bayesian networks, where some common sense relationships hold for this scenario, such as:
• Dermatitis severity increases size of the rash as detected by the robot, but its readings have a
margin of error.
• Resident’s complaints are higher the higher the symptoms and the worse own view on his health.
• Level of prescribed medication is more severe the worse the robot readings and complaints and is
decreased or increased based on the view of health of the carer involved.
• An improvement in overall mood improves the overall health disposition.
and so on. The idea is that the relationships are not deterministic (dog increases allergy by 3), but
stochastic and interact roughly as one would expect in this scenario. This would involve scans, analyses
of scans, identification of patterns in relation to medication already given and pet visits.
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Questions for the AI:

What is the current
treatment that
should be applied?

What are each carer's
view on health?

Which residents are
allergic to the dog?

What are each
resident's view on his
/ her health?

What is each
resident's humor right
now?

...
Figure 3: Example of questions we want the AI to answer in this scenario. In bold the main thing we
want to predict in it, as it determines the actions of the AI following the care rules we will describe in
Section 2.

3.4

Preliminary Ethical Framework

In the case, an AML robot could provide ethical support to human carers who treat the skin maladies of
residents in a care home.
Also, the AML-based system applies relevant ethical work procedures by presenting scan analyses and
consequent skin care medication advice to the human carer. Here, unethical human action would be to
provide too little medication or too much medication. The preliminary ontology we described in Section
2 is related to the case in the subsequent Figure 4.
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with support of AML human
carer does not give too little
or too much medication to
treat residents’ skin maladies

presents scan analyses
and skin care advice in
accordance with ethical
work procedure for
medication

scans and analyses
scans of skin maladies

provides human carers with assistance
in diagnosing and treating
human residents’ skin maladies
in a care home

Figure 4: Case related to our preliminary Ontology
3.4.1

AML based AI Ethical Assistance Interaction

A summary of potential interactions between resident’s attitude and carers’ view is shown in Figure 5
below. In this case, ethical action is action of providing the correct amount of medication for the skin
malady of dermatitis.
Conversely, unethical action would be to provide too little medication or too much medication. In
particular, the provision of too little medication or too much medication to many residents over a long
period of time. Here, too little or too much medication being medication that is inconsistent with
symptom patterns of dermatitis. This need not be deliberate under treatment or over treatment. Rather,
as is found in behavioral ethics research, the human carer would not have any deliberate intention to take
unethical action. Instead, failings could arise from the difficultly of human carers maintaining in-depth
up-to-date knowledge of each resident’s symptom trajectory. Also, action that can be considered to be
unethical can arise from depletion. For example, when human carers have a wide variety of different
types of tasks to carry out. Accordingly, it is the care home’s ethical responsibility to design and
maintain a system within which human carers are not lacking in up-to-date information of each resident’s
symptom trajectory, and where human carers are not depleted from having too many tasks to carry out.
Potential for unintended under treatment and over treatment can be increased if an organization has
many residential care homes at many locations. Potential can be further increased if erratic treatment
becomes the norm in many organizations’ residential care homes. Research indicates that increasing
the ratio of skilled caring staff can reduce the potential for unethical action [35, 36], and this is a role
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that AML-based algorithms have the potential to support with by undertaking for example the scanning
and analyses of dermatitis rashes. Here, it is important to note that introduction of objective functions
such as scanning and analyses by AI assistants should not prevent attention being paid to residents’ and
carers’ subjective concerns. Not least because residents and carers can have intuitions that go beyond
what can be discovered from automated analyses of scans, etc. Overall, it is the organization’s ethical
responsibility to design and maintain a system that facilitates the correct use of medication. In particular,
a system that minimizes potential for use of too little medication or too much medication. Here, this is
done through introduction of AML to support human carers.

+

need to avoid
too much or too little
medication
due to + carer
and - resident

need to prevent too
little medication
due to over optimism

AI reminds and
encourages human
carer to not too litlle or
too much medication)

Carer View

need to prevent too
much medication
due to over pessimism

-

need to avoid
too little or too much
medication
due to - carer
and + resident

Resident Attitude

+

Figure 5: Interactions between Carers and Residents
This leads to the desired interaction options of a preliminary algorithm, which is consistent with the
work procedures developed through four levels of human oversight within QMS, see Algorithm 1, where
both the resident’s attitude and carers’ view is taken into account and ethical action is cued so that the
correct level of medication is applied.
Algorithm 1: Interaction options
if resident is (-) then
if carer is (-) then
cue always both for less medication, strongly if images do not match resident’s descriptions
else if carer is (+) then
cue for less medication when images do not match resident’s descriptions.
else if resident is (+) then
if carer is (-) then
cue for more medication when images do not match resident’s descriptions.
else if carer is (+) then
cue always for more medication when images do not match resident’s descriptions.
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3.4.2

Implications for human - AI interaction research

In ethics literature, artificial intelligence (AI) has been a source of anxiety for decades [37]. For example,
there are concerns that AI may apply the biases of its developers and/or the biases of the data that it
has been trained on [38]. A more general concern is that AI cannot be transparent because it is too
complex to be understood [39]. Current concerns take place amidst fears about a future in which AI will
become unaccountable to humans. In particular, it is argued that the capacity of AI to learn will lead
to situations where the humans who designed and/or deployed AI may not be able to control or even
predict what the AI will do [40]. However, it is explained in the preceding sections of this deliverable
that AI has the potential to support human ethical action, and AML can be instrumental an ensuring
that it is transparent in doing so.
This is a new direction for applied research that is aligned with basic research that relates the potential of
stress overload to undermine ethical behavior in in both humans and robots. In particular, the potential
for the regulatory capacity of a control system to be overtaxed by environmental perturbations to the
extent that regulatory work increases to the point where energy demand exceeds energy supply. As
pointed out by [1], the prospect of ‘stressed robots’ that weigh selfish and selfless goals may not seem
very appealing, but may ultimately prove to be of significant value. For instance, AML robots should be
programmed to never abandon higher level ethical goals over lower level expediency goals. Clearly, this
will be a formidable challenge needing extensive further research.
3.4.3

Implications for human - AI interaction practice

As explained above, AML-based AI could support human ethical action through referring to and by
presenting work procedures. To ensure human oversight of work procedures, they can be incorporated
into organizations quality management systems (QMS). These provide an established basis for the formalization of work procedures, including those with ethical implications [41].
QMS has been successful in improving the performance of many organizations [42]. Importantly, QMS
procedures and adherence to QMS procedures are verified by external bodies in accordance with regulatory standards [43]. QMS are recognized in the ethics literature as a means of incorporating ethical
considerations into company procedures. For example, [44] proposed procedures for incorporating corporate social responsibility into QMS. Subsequent research indicates that QMS practices may facilitate the
development of social responsibility [45, 46]. Crucially, as summarized in Figure 6 below, QMS work procedures are updated by human QMS management review. In particular, existing work procedures should
be revised and/or new work procedures should be added to deal with complex work situations.
Management reviews make reference to recent patterns of non-conformance. This is done to update
the QMS by better aligning it with the organization’s current situation, and so provide the basis for
preventing future non-conformance between ethical practice, organization’s goals and human needs.
Thus, incorporation of AML-based algorithms into QMS could provide human oversight and further
increase the transparency.

3.5

AML Embedding

Let’s then start describing our scenario using AML. The objective of the AI system is to predict what is
the required medication treatment and what is the one that a specific carer will provide. By detecting
mismatches between both the carer can be reminded / encouraged to take ethical action avoiding under or
over medication. We will consider progressively more complex embeddings applied to this scenario.
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Figure 6: Human oversight of work procedures through QMS management review
3.5.1

Simple Embedding

A simple embedding of the scenario is to represent each medication decision independently using as
constants
• Cj representing one of the C carers.
• m representing the required type of medication out of the 3 different types available.
• r representing the robot’s estimation of the skin rash size.
• c representing the complaint severity of the resident.
As a carer Cj decides m based on r and c, we have
m≤r

c

Cj

(1)

Using past information on how the carers provided medication, the algebra will thus encode how each
carer responds to the evidence available. This may or may not correspond to the ideal medication. In
order to encode that we can create one constant Cideal to represent the ideal medication level. This
means representing in the algebra the examples of correct medication we have as
m≤r

c

Cideal

(2)

This does not include all information from this scenario. For example, we also have visits from the dog
and other variables related to residents. Those include whether or not they are allergic to the dog and
also the variables related to his attitude towards health. Those can be included using
• R constants with Ri representing each one of the R residents.
• Two constants, d0 and d1 , representing whether or not the dog visited that day, respectively.
Thus we update our embedding for any carer Cj (ideal or not) making treatment decisions for a resident
Ri also including the dog status d as
m≤r
©

c

Cj
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In this example the allergies and nature of carers and residents are not explicitly modeled as constants.
Instead, the algebra will learn those patterns as it learns the relationships between the variables as the
atoms are constructed.
We can translate this embedding into AML-DL. For the case with 7 residents and 3 carers, the variables
are:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

treatment = CV ( " treatment " , 3)
robot _readin gs = CV ( " robo t_readin gs " , 16)
c o m p l a i n t _ l e v e l s = CV ( " c o mp l a i n t _ l e v e l s " , 16)
carers = CV ( " carers " , 3)
ideal_carer = C ( " ideal_carer " )
residents = CV ( " residents " , 7)
has_dog = CV ( " dog " , 2)

and the embedding is realised by adding the inclusions.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

for treatment_i , robot_i , compl_i , car_i , res_i , d_i in a l l _ p a s t _ i n t e r a c t i o n s :
t re at me n t_ gi ve n = F ( " treatment " , treatment_i )
day_info = M ( F ( " ro bot_read ings " , robot_i ) , F ( " c o m pl a i n t _ l e v e l s " , compl_i ) ,
F ( " carers " , car_i ) , F ( " residents " , res_i ) , F ( " has_dog " , d_i ) )
INCL ( treatment_given , day_info )
for t_o in range (3) :
if t_0 != treatment_i :
EXCL ( F ( " treatment " , t_o ) , day_info )

For those days where we know what the recommended medication would have been, we add inclusions in
the form
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

for ideal_treatment_i , robot_i , compl_i , res_i , d_i in c o r r e c t _ i n t e r a c t i o n s :
t re at me n t_ id ea l = F ( " treatment " , i d e a l _ t r e a t m e n t _ i )
day_info = M ( F ( " ro bot_read ings " , robot_i ) , F ( " c o m pl a i n t _ l e v e l s " , compl_i ) ,
F ( " ideal_carer " ) , F ( " residents " , res_i ) , F ( " has_dog " , d_i ) )
INCL ( treatment_given , day_info )
for t_o in range (3) :
if t_0 != i d e a l _ t r e a t m e n t _ i :
EXCL ( F ( " treatment " , t_o ) , day_info )

and let the algebra learn this embedding. After it has learned it, we will have for any new interaction,
we can gather the relevant constants and build terms in the form
1

v_now = M ( robot_reading_now , complaint_level_now , current_carer , current_resident ,
has_dog_now )

to estimate what will be the medication a specific carer would provide in this situation. This can be done
by for each medication treatment analysing how many of its atoms are included in v now. The same can
be done for the ideal carer using
1

v_ideal = M ( robot_reading_now , complaint_level_now , ideal_carer , current_resident ,
has_dog_now )

giving us the level of medication that is recommended in the current case. With this information, the
AI can remind / encourage the carer to provide the appropriate level of care if it detects over or under
treatment.
We can also include domain information about the problem in our embedding. Let’s show how by
constructing an example of how we could extend our simple embedding to model the fact that the
complaint level of a resident at a particular time is at one and only one level. In other words, a specific
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case cannot contain both the highest and lowest complain level. More formally, if the current complaint
level is represented by the constant c1 it cannot be also c2 . More formally
ci 

i6=j cj

(4)

As we can see this knowledge did not add any constant to our embedding, just exclusions. This can be
represented in AML-DL by adding the exclusivity information as
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

for i in range (16) :
ci = F ( " c o m p l a i n t _ l e v e l s " , ci )
aux = None
for j in range (16) :
if i != j :
cj = F ( " co m p l a i n t _ l e v e l s " ,j )
if aux is None :
aux = cj
else :
aux = M ( aux , cj )
EXCL ( ci , aux )

The same idea can be applied to the robot’s reading levels, but for brevity we will omit the math and
code, as it follows the same pattern of this one. With this example we have shown how one can include
simple domain knowledge in the embedding. Another way we could include domain information is to
add the notion of ordering to the complaints and robot readings, in a similar way as done in deliverable
5.1, where we have an embedding for features are represented by numbers. Those ideas will be explored
in further versions, but it suffices to say that even when creating an embedding for individual situations
without time dynamics, we can include rich relationships that, together with the information available
in the training data, will be learned by the algebra.
3.5.2

Embedding temporal dynamics

Up to now each instant is a single decision and thus our embedding does not directly encode the temporal
relationship between the variables. This is very important in this scenario, as the skin malady evolves
through time according to its natural schedule influenced by other variables (treatment, dog visits, etc).
Thus, we will incorporate time in our simple embedding, again in increasing levels of complexity. The
simplest way to do it is to include in each medication treatment decision information regarding the past
context of the variables. For example, instead of only using one set of constants for the current complaints
of the resident, we can include in the embedding also previous values c0 , c−1 , c−2 ...c−w where w is the
size of our look back window. The embedding would then become
m ≤ r0
Using the shorthand

r−1
i
0..−w vi

...r−w
for va

m≤(

c0

c−1

...c−w

Cj

Ri

d0

d−1

...d−w

(5)

...vb we can simplify the embedding as

i
0..−w ri )

(

k
0..−w ck )

Cj

Ri

(

l
0..−w dl )

(6)

The constant definitions from our previous example can then be represented by the AML-DL code
1
2
3
4

treatment = CV ( " treatment " , 3)
carers = CV ( " carers " , 3)
residents = CV ( " residents " , 7)
ideal_carer = C ( " ideal_carer " )

5
6
7
8
9

for time_i in range ( w ) :
CV ( " r o b o t _ r e a d i n g s _ b a c k " + str ( time_i ) , 16)
CV ( " c o m p l a i n t _ l e v e l s _ b a c k " + str ( time_i ) , 16)
CV ( " has_dog_back " + str ( time_i ) , 2)
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and the embedding itself can be done by creating those inclusions of Equation 3.5.2 by iterating over the
temporal events in temporal order from the resident’s perspective using
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

for res_i in range (7) :
p a s t _ i n t e r a c t i o n s = g e t _ o r d e r e d _ i n t e r a c t i o n s _ f o r _ r e s i d e n t ( res_i )
for t_now in range ( len ( p a s t _ i n t e r a c t i o n s ) ) :
l o o k _ b a c k _ w i n do w = p a s t _ i n t e r a c t i o n s [ max (0 , t_now - w ) : t_now +1]
ti = w
aux = F ( " residents " , res_i )
for treatment_i , robot_i , compl_i , car_i , res_i , d_i in l o o k _ b ac k _ w i n d o w :
aux = M ( aux , temporal_info , F ( " r o b o t _ r e a d i n g s _ b a c k " + str ( ti ) robot_i ) , F ( "
c o m p l a i n t _ l e v e l s _ b a c k " + str ( ti ) , compl_i ) , F ( " has_dog_back " + str ( ti ) , d_i ) )

10

# If we are reading the end of the window .
if ti == 0:
# Get information about current time .
t r e a t m e n t _ g i v e n _ i = treatment_i
c ur re nt _ ca re r_ i = car_i
ti -= 1
temporal_info = M ( aux , F ( " carers " , c ur re n t_ ca re r _i ) )
INCL ( F ( " treatment " , t r e a t m e n t _ g i v e n _ i ) , temporal_info )
for t_o in range (3) :
if t_0 != t r e a t m e n t _ g i v e n _ i :
EXCL ( F ( " treatment " , t_o ) , temporal_info )

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

On the other hand, this simple embedding includes many constants. For each temporal variable with p
possible states we need to generate w ∗ p constants. Moreover, we have not yet added explicit temporal
relationships between the variables. One way we can do it is to also enforce
r0

c0 ≤ (

i
−1..−w ri )

(

k
−1..−w ck )

Cj

Ri

(

l
−1..−w dl )

(

t
−1..−w mt )

(7)

which forces the creation of an internal model for r and c. This means that the present state should
be predictable from previous history, that is, the algebra needs to understand that a particular sequence
of facts is equivalent (or what has led) to the current state of affairs. This would cost us constants for
the previous treatments applied, that is w ∗ 3 constants more and also building the inclusion of Equation
3.5.2, which we will leave out for brevity.
We are now modeling implicitly modeling state. This state can also be defined explicitly so that we have a
direct representation of the underlying (unknown to the system) ground truth state of the disease. While
we do not have direct access to it, we can learn about it by its causes and consequences, as depicted
in Figure 2. As of yet the algebra has not modeled directly this disease state. One way to do it is to
add N constants sn representing each of the possible states of the dermatitis. At the current time, the
skin malady has to be at one of those states, as they represent values from no skin malady to its highest
severity. If ŝ contains the current state of the skin malady, then
ŝ ≤ sa

sb

sn

(8)

as it is one of the possible ones. Moreover, it is one and only one and therefore
si

sj  ŝ

(9)

As we want ŝ to represent the current state of affairs, it must be compatible with the latest rash reading
and resident’s complaint level, as well as the current dog situation. Formally,
r0

c0

d0 ≤ ŝ

(10)

meaning that we can change Equation 3.5.2 to
ŝ ≤ (
©

i
−1..−w ri )

(

k
−1..−w ck )

Cj
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l
−1..−w dl )

(

t
−1..−w mt )
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Of course, we would still use Equation 3.5.2. This means that our explicit representation of skin malady
state needs only N constants, as we can destroy the previous ŝ when we move to a new example.
But we can go further. Up to now, from the point of view of the algebra, there is no explicit link between
values at time t (let’s call that r(t)) and at time t − 1 (r(t − 1)) inside the same context window. As we
predict the new time-step, what was r(t) is now r(t − 1). Thus we could reduce the number of constants
and directly embed this idea of a sliding window. Instead of creating for a variable that has p possible
states in a w window p ∗ w constants, we can create w constants v0 , v−1 ..., v−w representing a time and
p constants p0 ...pp representing a value and link time with value through equations


δ v0 = r(t) δ

δ v = r(t − 1) δ
−1
(12)
...



δ v−w = r(t − w) δ
where r(t) is replaced by the p constant that holds at time t for the variable v. This constant δ links
all variables to their current values. To link every value to its previous one, and thus explicitly tell
the algebra that one follows the other, we create further equations linking each vt with its value at the
previous instant using a new constant  and equations

 v0 = r(t − 1) 



 v = r(t − 2) 
−1
(13)

...



 v−w−1 = r(−w) 
If we continue this process we will create w such linking constants. Since those can be shared between
variables this leaves us with a smaller number of constants as we had before w ∗ pv ∗ Nv constants in
total for Nv variables and now each variable uses p + w constants and therefore we have w + Nv ∗ (p + w)
2
to be
constants in total. This comes at the cost of a bigger set of equations in the embedding, w+w
2
exact. On the other hand those equations represent for the algebra the idea of a sliding window and,
even more important, they are only present at training time since for our classification task the inclusion
looks very similar to before, as we are using
ŝ ≤ (

i
−1..−w ri )

(

k
−1..−w ck )

Cj

Ri

(

l
−1..−w dl )

(

t
−1..−w mt )

δ

(14)

since we are working with results for the current state (and therefore only dealing with the δ variable.

4

Conclusion

In this deliverable, Deliverable D5.4 - AML based world models Initial, we have made a start on exploring
the potential of AML to support ethical world models. As ALMA is a Future & Emerging Technologies
(FET) project, we have adhered to the FET aims of novel multidisciplinary frontier research that lays the
foundations for next generation technologies. In particular, we have explored the potential for AML-based
algorithms to support human ethical behavior. This addresses ethical issues in human interaction with AI
in a new human-centric way. It is a new approach that is based on the latest research in behavioral ethics.
At the same time, we have recognized that FET research should have the potential to convert proofs
of concept into industrial practice. Accordingly, in this deliverable, we have related AML-algorithms to
established practice. We have done this by relating AML-based features to quality management systems
(QMS), that connect the everyday practices of organizations to the relevant laws, regulations, standards,
etc., which provide organizations with ethical frameworks.
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Specifically, based on recent research into behavioural ethics, in this deliverable we have defined a preliminary framework for supporting human ethical action using AI. We have also described an exploratory
case scenario and showed how the case scenario can be represented both in our preliminary ontology and
then directly as Algebraic Machine Learning (AML) code. In the exploratory case scenario, an AMLbased algorithm provides support for human ethical action based upon work procedures, which have
multiple levels of human oversight. Overall, this deliverable provides a start for exploring how everyday
ethical practices can be improved through reference to behavioural ethics research and implementations
of Algebraic Machine Learning. In future Work Package 5 deliverables, we shall report our work in which
we further explore the extent to which one type of mathematics can successfully formalize the potential
complexity of ethical interactions involving different types of humans and robots. We anticipate that
through the course of the ALMA project, we shall find where AML has most potential, and where combination with other types of models are most beneficial. This could involve exploring directions other
than that reported in this first deliverable.
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